
Exploring Our 
Solar System



Planets

Gas giants, rocky worlds

Swarms of comets & asteroids Some notable exceptions

Earth’s relatively  
large moon

Uranus’ odd tilt

Dwarf Planets

Venus’ 
retrograde 

rotation





Interplanetary 3D Sun

3dsun.org



If all of the planets formed from the same solar nebula, why 
do we have two different types?





If all of the planets formed from the same solar nebula, why 
do we have two different types?

Outer planets get bigger 
because abundant hydrogen 
compounds condense to form 
ices over a rocky core. 

Outer planets accrete and keep 
H & He gas because they’re 
bigger, so gravity forms a big 
envelope of gas.



Density / Composition Comparisons







Mercury







-300 F 
(-183 C)

800 F 
(427 C)



Venus



Venera 13



...but before the runaway greenhouse 
effect took hold (2-3 billion years 

ago), it might have been temperate.

HOT! ~900 F
~100 atmospheres
Toxic (sulfur dioxide, ammonia clouds)
Baked dry



225-day year

243-day rotation

Reverse, or retrograde rotation. 
Possibly due to impact?



Mars









July 2007 Dust Storm
99% blocked



Climate Change on Mars 

But  the  Sun  was  25%  dimmer  3  billion  years  ago;  it’s  not  
clear if Mars actually had long-lived, stable surface water. 





Indirect Evidence of Water on Mars



Wopmay Rock, Endurance 
Crater, Meridiani Planum  

(Opportunity)

Sheepbed Rock, Yellowknife Bay,  
Gale Crater 
(Curiosity)

Concretions (bumps) formed in water;   
Gale Crater might have been host to microbial life!

high acidity low acidity



17 July 2002 27 April 2005





• Radar observations made from orbit reveal that nearly pure ice glaciers covered 
by a few meters of rock are common at mid-latitudes on Mars 

• The layer of rock protects the ice from subliming in  Mars’  cold  and dry climate 
• Debris-covered glaciers at mid-latitudes on Mars are kilometers thick and may 

contain enough ice to cover the entire planet in 20 cm of water 

(Left) Perspective image of craters in southern hemisphere 
of Mars, created using NASA Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
images; (Right) Artist conception of ice underlying a surface 
layer, based on radar observations. 

1050 km 

48° N 

36° N 

Topography map from Mars Global Surveyor with the 
locations of buried glaciers (blue) in a northern 
hemisphere region of Mars, inferred from radar data. 
Buried glaciers are always found near steep slopes. 





Phobos



Asteroid Belt





Vesta



Low-hanging fruit of solar system

Rich in water, rare-earth elements

Future fuel depot



 A single water-rich 500-meter wide asteroid

> 200 times the propellant required to 
launch all the rockets ever launched

 80 times more than the largest 
supertanker could carry



A single platinum-rich 500-meter wide asteroid

1.5 times the known world-reserves of platinum 
group metals (ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, 
osmium, iridium, and platinum).

174 times the yearly world 
output of platinum

Enough to fill a 
basketball court 4x’s 
higher than the rim!



Other Asteroid Resources:

Metals like iron, nickel, cobolt

Volatiles such as water, nitrogen, CO, 
CO2, methane





Dawn











No surfaces, just  
rocky cores 3-5 MEarth

!
Dense atmospheres

High pressure

No sunlight

Ring systems

Lots of moons

Strong magnetic fields

Short rotation periods



“Ice Giants”



Saturn’s rings haven’t formed into a moon because the 
material is inside Saturn’s Roche Limit

Roche Limit is the closest a moon can get to a planet 
before it breaks up.



Jupiter’s cloud belts all whip along at 300-400 mph. The Great 
Red Spot has been observed since the telescope was invented 

so it is at least 400 years old. 

Jupiter





1995: 20,954 km

2009: 17,912 km

2014: 16,496 km

HST Images of GRS

~ 580 km/yr





If we had magneto-vision



Juno

Arriving July 4, 2016



Saturn



Sunlight is ~1% than at Earth

 

Temperature at cloudtops is 135 K (−217 °F, −138 °C) 
at a pressure of 1 bar, and it continues to increase at 
higher pressures.



Titan





















The Water Worlds

Europa Ganymede Callisto

Enceladus

Jupiter

Saturn



Europa





Europa Report 
See it, it’s cool.



Dione

Geologic history at Saturn

Mimas



Ice Giants

Uranus Neptune



Seasonal changes on Uranus



Magnetic fields of the ice giants

The best theory for the origin of these magnetic 
fields involves the high concentration of 
ammonia in the planet's interiors.  

!
Ammonia in solution is high electrically 
conductive. This is due to a high amount of free 
ions (atoms missing electrons so that they have 
net positive charge). 

!
These free ions could form a conducting ionic 
layer in the mantle which would then produce a 
magnetic field with Uranus and Neptune's high 
rotation rates.



Outer Regions 



Why you no planet no more?

Pluto



2006: International Astronomical Union General Assembly



Planet:

1. Orbits the Sun

2. Hydrostatic equilibrium (spherical)

3. Has cleared out its orbit



Pluto:
1. Orbits the Sun

2. Hydrostatic equilibrium (spherical)





New Horizons

Pluto flyby 2015







Sedna







Oort CloudOort Cloud







Terrestrial  
Planets

Jovian 
Planets

Kuiper 
Planets?

Oort 
Planets?



Oort 
Planets?

Interstellar 
Planets?


